It is known that chemical nonequilibricity causes spontaneous agitation on the interface under isothermal condition, i.e., Chemical Marangoni effect. In the present paper, we show that random chaotic fluctuation of the interface is transformed into several specific motions under suitable boundary conditions by adapting oil/water two-phase system. The emergence of regular motion on such oil/water system is discussed in relation to the intrinsic mechanism of the transduction from chemical into mechanical energy in living organisms.
Modern human activity is largely dependent on the use of heat-engine working under the strict constrain of the second law of thermodynamics. Contrary to this, living organisms on the earth are spending their lives through the usage of isothermal chemical-motor. Nowadays, in order to overcome the environmental problem, people are trying to develop chemical battery, which needs robust electronic shielding. It is obvious the underlining mechanism of chemical-motor in life is substantially different from that of chemical battery. Thus, studies toward the construction of isothermal chemical motor exhibit high scientific importance.
We are currently performing the investigation on the generation of regular motion in a liquid system under isothermal condition. It is well known that interface between different liquid phases shows selfagitation when the chemical compositions are far-from-equilibrium, i.e., chemical Marangoni effect. In the present paper, we show that regular motion is spontaneously induced in a reactive droplet by adopting an appropriate boundary condition. [1] [2] [3] [4] Figure 1 exemplifies the experimental observation on the emergence of autonomous motion of a liquid droplet, powered by chemical potential gradient. Where, the droplet undergoes circular motion in a round-bottom vessel, indicating the occurrence of trajectory along equal-gravity line. Such specific mode of spontaneous motion is reproduced by using the following simple equation, which represents the selfpropelled motion on gravitational force with certain confined geometry.
The spontaneous motion of the droplet is considered as a representation of spatio-temporal structure under thermodynamically open conditions. It is found that various characteristic modes on the spontaneous motion are generated, such as rhythmic translational motion, vectorial motion, revolution, climbing, blebbing, chemo-phoresis, etc. Switching between different modes will be discussed in terms of bifurcation on phenomenological nonlinear differential equations to interpret an active Brownian particle. Such an experimental observation is discussed under a novel hypothesis of machinery working under significantly fluctuating environment. 
